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Mr. and Mrs. Morris are at home in their beautiful new
home at 3504 South Polk Street. Both have a host of friends
in the city who wish them well"
No stranger contrast awaits the enquiring European than
this odd blend of Society intelligence with the Great Open
Spaces. One had read before about a fireman's wedding,
For firemen, as befits a race of heroes, are not wholly celibate
even in Europe. Indeed, their nuptials form the subject
of at least one rousing lyric, justly esteemed for public
recitation. But in the Old World the theme was never
treated with half so much social gusto.
Let it not be thought that the mood is one peculiar to
Amarillo, Texas. For it prevails throughout the Union.
The social columns of the morning papers pullulate with
news of the Younger Married Set; an envious eye is filled
with an illimitable vista of Society Matrons and their doings;
nor is there any dearth of exclusive entertainments arranged
by debutantes. Before whom they made their debut or in
what Drawing-room they dipped their ostrich feathers to
what potentate, we may never learn. Nor can the European
mind ever hope to fathom the social niceties of the more
cryptic category of" sub-debs." (Small wonder that Henry
James, resolved to paint a social scene, fled to the simpler
classifications of the Old World.) But there they are. As
one reads the Society page, a hierarchy of immense compli-
cation rises upon the astonished gaze ; and the light that
beats on Belgravia or the Faubourg seems to pale by com-
parison with the white blaze projected by transatlantic
journalism upon its favoured few.
Are they, indeed, so few ? To minds accustomed to the
more restricted castes of Europe, their very numbers would
appear to be quite the strangest feature of the whole ex-
hibition. For in this freer air all men (or very nearly all)
are "clubmen," and so many functions are graded as
" exclusive " that one is left politely wondering who remains
to be excluded. You recall the paragraph of the Gopher

